New Celebrity Couple Amber
Rose & Val Chmerkovskiy Step
Out Holding Hands
By Mallory McDonald
A new celebrity couple could be forming and we couldn’t be
happier! Amber Rose and Val Chmerkovisky have stepped out
together holding hands looking happier than ever. A source
shared with UsMagazine that they were initially, “just
friends, but it’s recently turned into more and they have been
hooking up.” A source close to Val, meanwhile, denies the
romance and says, “They are just friends.”
Despite the
gossip, Chmerkovisky is trying to remain cool. “I can’t
control what people think,” the asked about Rose. “I live my
life and I try to live it, you know, the way I want to live
it.” However, the recent sitings and social media flirting
have people wondering if it could be developing into more
despite his denials.

This new celebrity couple isn’t shy
about going public. What are some
ways to know you’re ready to go
public with your new relationship?
Cupid’s Pulse:
When you have to make a decision to go public in a
relationship, you have to be sure that you are ready. Use this
relationship advice to help make that decision:

1. Exclusive: A good sign that your relationship is ready to
go public is when you are exclusive. It can be hard to explain
to the public if you are seeing someone who is still seeing
other people.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Amber Rose Pays Tribute to Ex
Wiz Khalifa on Father’s Day
2. On the same page: Both you and your significant other have
to be ready to take it public. If both of you are ready to
take that step in the relationship then do it!
Related Link: Is Wiz Khalifa Bashing Celebrity Ex Amber Rose
in New Song?
3. United front: When taking a relationship public it is
important that you and your partner can provide a united front
to the world. If you both are not able to feel the same and
speak on the relationship the same it may not be time to go
public.
When did you decide to go public in your relationship?

